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About This Game

99 Waves to Die is a twin stick arcade shooter, inspired by the arcade games, and 8-bit home consoles & computers of the
1980's.

Remember when video games used to be insanely difficult?

When you used to spend $’s in the local arcade trying to get the high score?

When having your three letter initials/acronym at the top of the table meant you were the king?

Well we do, and that is why we have created 99 Waves to Die.

A ship, 3 lives, limited smart-bombs and scarce power-ups is all you have to try and survive the waves of enemies that rally
against you.

With voxel based graphics, inspired by 80′s video game classics & excellent 8-bit audio fx, 99 Waves to Die will take you back
to those seedy, dark, smoke filled arcades of your childhood. Re-live the 80′s heyday of the arcade, but without the quarters.

Can you survive to see Wave 99?
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A bittersweet short story about an elderly man suffering from alzheimer's. As someone who has both lived with a grandparent
with alzheimer's, and has recently lost her mother, this hit me far harder than I care to admit.. Ok, the game seems cool, thanks
to promotion video. BUT BUYERS BEWARE : so far this is just A MONEY GRAB

1. This is just a port from mobile game Dead Shell. And port made badly tbh. First time I experienced a game which was better
to be left on a phone only.

2. Dev or Devs are silent. One post since release on forums. Obviously not reading topics made by community.

3. Bugs are not fixed, and there are plenty of them, including (but not limited to): Not working missions, wrongly applied
resistances, incorrect ammo damage types application, less information on screen compared to phone game version (I know it's
hard to believe but they managed to do so), not working "global health" cure...

You have been warned.

I do not reccomend this "game" at present state. Even to my enemy.... A very good game about my friend Frog Detective. I
Twitch streamed a blind run on this game and I was grateful to have others helping me get the idea at the beginning, however
once they pointed out the map elements to be collected and assembled it made a lot more sense, and I enjoyed the game a lot.
It's supposed to be fairly short (under 1hr) to play, but it's a great little game with some good mood setting and nice scares.
Worth considering.. A great game for $5! Tough gameplay, quirky humor, clever puzzles. Check it out!. short,
no story,
boring ending. The Best Racing Drone simulator.
I play this simulator since 2016.Now it comes to steam so I bought it one more time.
Hope it can be better in the future!. This game is amazing, with it's great retro look, original soundtrack and many and many
references of Bud Spencer and Terence Hill movies.

I was surprised on how they developed it so well!
One of the few early access who went out of it with style!. Very relaxing puzzle game that plays with perspective and the laws of
physics. Its like navigating around an MC Escher drawing that you can rotate and manipulate. It is very much like Monument
Valley for Android or iOS. I really enjoyed that game and played through all the available levels they put out. Finally I get a
similar game play and aesthetic from this game with some new twists. Definitely worth the 2 dollars.. Please add a way to adjust
the volume of the music
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What can I say? Pure nostalgia. A.I. is a little ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ but being able to play the campaign again brings up so many
memories. The only bad thing about this game is that online has been disabled and that means no more anticamper.

Should buy if you want a challenging single player campaign.. Very fun DLC. You can also use it in Arcade mode singleplayer
via the main menu option, and then you can enable the Criminal Mask (multiplayer) option.. Charlie, you're a pretty awesome
dude.. The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game is a short first-person mystery game where you play as, of course, a frog
detective. I attended Fantastic Arcade in Austin, Texas in October and had the chance to watch a game demo presentation from
the developer, Grace Bruxner. Hearing her talk through the game in person was really fun in it of itself, and playing the game
soon after, it was clear that this game is very much an extension of Bruxner's humor and silly personality.

The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game is weird and adorable, it doesn't take itself super seriously. This game only takes
about an hour to beat, so it's worth taking your time to find every detail and have every conversation.

See full review: https://www.sleepytoadstool.com/reviews/the-haunted-island-a-frog-detective-game-2018. So. I can't find the
Dagger at all or the other items you need to open the first door. So I'll give a review of my first impressions of the Early Access
version of the game.

It took me a while before I figured out how to make the video actually work for me. At first it was going at 25fps but now I've
got it going at a solid 60fps, most of the time. Whenever I walk into a building it seems like the game has to load the new rooms,
because it freezes for a second and then lets me move again, it's only a minor annoyance but it happens at each new building.
And the framerate drops significantly in tight areas, not to mention the game gave me hell (no pun intended) just to get the
video to run so I wouldn't have flashing lights on the borders.

But this still doesn't matter when everybody else seems to playing a different game. They start out in some sort of building when
I start out in the town, I don't know if this is a glitch in the game but it's something you should really fix as soon a possible
because it makes looking up a walkthrough or expriencing the game to it's fullest much harder to do.

So right now I will not be recommending this game. Once they've fixed it, or finished it I'd suggest it, but not now.
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